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MultiTrans 7 Patch 7.0.22258.1_7.0.22347.1 
 
 

New Features 
1. (77862) Added Provider type Agency and new access right Agency PM.  This allows Project 

Managers to assign tasks to an Agency and then Agency PMs can assign the task to Providers 
affiliated to the given Agency. 

 

Program Updates 
2. (78061, 78062) Creation of Provider type Agency and ability to import Agency as a Provider Role. 

3. (78076) Added ability for Project Managers to assign tasks to an Agency but not to External 
Providers affiliated to an Agency. 

4. (78068, 78518) New access right Agency PM added to the security section on the Manage 
Providers tab. 

5. (78073) Added ability for an Agency PM to reassign a task to Providers affiliated to the given 
Agency. 

6. (78072) Added ability for an Agency PM to be able to add instructions tasks that have been 
assigned to the Agency. 

7. (78070) Added an automated notification to an Agency’s Notification Email when as task is 
assigned to the Agency. 

8. (78071) Added an automated notification to an Agency Provider’s Notification Email when as 
task is assigned to the Agency Provider. 

9. (78069) In the Provider Portal an Agency PM can see all of the tasks assigned to their Agency as 
well as any tasks assigned directly to them. 

10. (78065, 78067) Creation of Agency Field under Provider Affiliation section for External Providers. 

11. (78064) On the Manage Providers tab the field Parent LSP has been greyed out and the 
corresponding free text field is no longer editable as Provider type Agency has replaced  
Parent LSP.  

12. (78066) If an existing Provider associated to an Agency is amended the Provider will inherit all 
the existing Meta Data already configured for that Agency.  

13. (78063) Added the ability to search for the value Agency on the Manage Provider page. 

14. (78074, 78084) Added the field Agency to the current CSV and SSRS reports where applicable. 

15. (78075, 78085) Updated Audit Trails to account for Agencies where applicable. 

16. (78083) Rest API Endpoints updated to return Agency. 

17. (77708) Added Spanish and German translation to the Exceeds Provider’s Daily Capacity 
warning. 
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18. (78539) For the MultiTrans Web Editor under in the Administration Console, for Profiles, the 
option External Translator has been removed as an option as it is no longer an option. 

19. (78999) Fixed bug in the File Parser that would cause some files to become corrupted, during 
submission. 

20. (77716) Fixed bug in the Multi Combo Box that would duplicate a value when a user edited an 
existing value. 

21. (60998) Fixed a bug in the Available Task List that would cause a Custom Tasks to move to the 
end when saving. 

22. (69844) Fixed a bug that would cause the Total Due amount to be incorrect on the Customer 
Portal Dashboard under the Invoice section. 

23. (78925) Fixed a bug that would not allow an Invoice to be saved if the price was edited. 

24. (78021) Fixed a bug that would not allow a new Dynamic Workflow to be created if the same 
language previously had a workflow deleted. 

25. (78515) Fixed a bug that would sometimes cause an Analysis Agent to fail when analysing a 
document. 

26. (78517) Fixed a bug that would not allow for Contacts to be merged. 

27. (79004) On the PM Portal, fixed a bug that would not allow a Provider or Customer to be 
imported if there was a custom field.  

28. (76658) Now allow formatting of text in Alternative Text section in the Web Editor to be saved. 

29. (78880, 78370) Updated the importer for PowerPoints to fix the issues with superfluous tags 
and the wordcounts not being accurate for hidden slides. 

30. (78879, 78921, 79061) Fixed issue causing segments merged in Trados to not correctly convert 
back to MultiTrans XLIF. 

31. (69725) Fixed a bug that would cause an error between the Web Editor/Trados connector if text 
was first modified in the Web Editor.  

32. (77720) The error message for an error when importing a Provider or Customer has been 
updated to remove duplicate wording. 

33. (69329) New Project notification updated to identify if a Quote is needed. 

34. (63419) Updated the alignment of the tables in the Quotes section on the Projects tab. 

35. (69554) In the German interface for the MultiTrans Client, updated the TextBase labels. 

36. (76585) In Customer Portal offline reviews can no longer be performed after a delivered 
document is accepted. 

37. (77634) On the Instructions tab, in the Messages box, text on separate lines now shows as being 
on separate lines when saved. 

38. (79185) Timestamps now update after an instruction is edited in the Instructions section.  
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39. (77778) On the PM Dashboard, in the Advanced Search, text in the dropdown list no longer 
overflows the box. 

40. (78105) On the Documents Tab if units are manually updated a “.” must be used as a separator. 
If anything, other than a numerical value or a “.” appears in a quantity field then an error 
message appears.  

41. (78110) In Project Overview, on the Project Tab, updated the French translation in the 
MultiTrans section.  

42. (78110) In Project Overview, on the Rates Tab, updated button to fit the French label. 

43. (78249) Filtering by the status “Completed” has been removed from the Task List on both the 
PM Portal and Provider Portal. 

44. (79070) In Financial Reports, fixed chart so invoice amounts for unique Providers. 

45. (79064, 79058, 79229) Fixed formatting issues throughout MultiTrans. 

 
 
 
About RWS 

RWS Holdings plc is the world’s leading provider of technology-enabled language, content management and intellectual property services.  
We help our customers to connect with and bring new ideas to people globally by communicating business critical content at scale and  
enabling the protection and realization of their innovations. 

Our vision is to help organizations interact effectively with people anywhere in the world by solving their language, content and market  
access challenges through our collective global intelligence, deep expertise and smart technology. 

Customers include 90 of the globe’s top 100 brands, the top 10 pharmaceutical companies and approximately half of the top 20 patent filers  
worldwide. Our client base spans Europe, Asia Pacific, and North and South America across the technology, pharmaceutical, medical, legal,  
chemical, automotive, government and telecommunications sectors, which we serve from offices across five continents. 

Founded in 1958, RWS is headquartered in the UK and publicly listed on AIM, the London Stock Exchange regulated market (RWS.L). 

For further information, please visit: www.rws.com 

© All Rights Reserved. Information contained herein is deemed confidential and the proprietary information of RWS Group*.  
*RWS Group shall mean RWS Holdings PLC for and on behalf of its affiliates and subsidiaries. 
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